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Item Title: Ivan Vladimirov watercolor of a burial march for a workman

Collection Title: Ivan Alekseevich Vladimirov Paintings

Artist: Vladimirov, Ivan Alekseevich (1869-1947)

Date Created: 1920-01

Description: Caption reads: Burial of a workman who was not a communist. Communists are always buried magnificently.

Theme(s): Art

Subject(s):
Soviet Union; Revolution, 1917-1921

Country of Origin:
Russia

Dimensions: 11.5 x 15.5 inches

Format: Still Image

Medium: watercolors (paintings)

Color: color

Record Number: 24001.023

Collection Guide: https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf0b69n3vc/

Rights: No known restrictions.